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1. Project Description

The purpose of this project is to rewrite the file server of Project 1 using Node. This
will give you a test of writing TCP networking software using an event-driven ap-
proach that is very different from that used in conventional programming languages
such as Java.

Other than the change of programming language, the requirements are the same as
those of Project 1.

You will need to use three Node modules: net, fs, and path. The net module is
used to create TCP servers and work with TCP connections and TCP sockets. The
fs module is used to work with the file system, while the path module is used to
work with path names for files and directories.

You can import objects from these modules into your Node program by putting the
following statement at the top of your program. You can then use those objects to
access the provided functionality.

const net = require(’net’);

const fs = require(’fs’);

const path = require(’path’);

You should look at the Node documentation at

https://nodejs.org/en/docs/

to find information on the useful properties and methods of the net, fs, and path

objects. We will point out a few below.

2. Useful Path and Fs Module Properties and Methods

In a Nodejs program, there is a global variable named dirname whose value is a
string: the path name of home directory of the executing script. Use this variable
to determine where your program should create the "users" directory.

const rootDir = __dirname;

You can find the path name of the directory or file if you already know the pathname
of the parent directory by using the path.resolve(parent, child) method.

Given a path to a directory entry, call the fs.existsSync(path) method to find
out if the directory entry exists.

Given the pathname of an existing directory entry, you can determine if it is a
file or directory by calling fs.lstatSync(path). This method returns a stat
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object which has methods isDirectory() and isFile() that return boolean values
indicating whether the directory entry is a file or directory.

You can use fs.mkdirSync(path[, options]) to create a directory with a given
pathname.

To remove a directory with a given pathname, call fs.rmdirSync(path). To re-
move a file, call fs.unlinkSync(path).

To to something with all the entries in a given directory, call the method

fs.readdirSync(path[, options])

and pass the {withFileTypes : true } for the optional options object. This
will cause the method to return an array of fs.Dirent objects. The Dirent meth-
ods have isDirectory() and isFile() methods that returns boolean values ac-
cording to whether the directory entry is a file or a directory. There is also a name

property that returns the name of the file or directory.

3. Sanity Checks

Make sure you do all reasonable sanity checks: what if the user tries to change
directory to a non-existing directory, or specifies the name of an existing file to the
cd command?

What if a user who is already logged in tries to log in again, as the same or different
person?

What if the user tries to create a directory and a directory entry with the given
name already exists?

What if the user tries to delete a non-existing directory?

As before, users should not be allowed to delete non-empty directories.

In every case where a sanity check fails, the server should ignore the crazy command
and return an informative error message to the client.

4. Group Work and Due Date

You may choose to work in teams of 1, 2, or 3, unless you are a graduate student,
in which case you should work alone.

Every team of size 2 or 3 must appoint a team captain who will email me, with a
cc to all team members, and inform me who the members of the group are.

Upon completion of the project, each team member must upload a copy of team
project onto their K drive space. However, only the copy in the team captain’s K
drive space will be graded. All copies for members of a given team must be identical.

Due date is midnight on Saturday at the end of week 10. I will make one pick up
of all projects on the K-drive after the deadline, and email the class when I have
made the pick up. No projects uploaded after the pick up will be graded.

Please do not send me emails asking me when I will make the pick up.


